
F2 
Investigating

Winter



Today was the perfect weather 
for investigating Winter.  We 
all got wrapped up warm and 
headed outside to find out 

what we could all about signs 
of Winter and what happens 

when it gets really cold. 

We had a fabulous time and 
found out so much!





We were armed and ready for 
investigating.



Straight away we realised that there was
so much to see in our outdoor area.  All 
of the wooden tables were covered in thick 
frost.  It looked lovely and soft but, when 
we touched it, we realised it was “hard”, 

“spikey” and “sharp”.



Where there had been puddles outside it
was now “very slippery”!  All of the water 

had turned to ice “because it was so 
cold”!  We had to be really careful as we 

walked about.



Everything outside was covered in a
layer of frost.  It made everything look 

quite beautiful.
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We couldn’t believe what had happened 
in the mud kitchen!  All of the muddy 
water in the pots and pan had frozen 

solid!



The ladle was frozen into the pan, the 
cup was in a ‘bowl’ of ice, even the 

puddles in the mud had frozen!  And 
everything felt so very cold!



We found 
some huge 
chunks of 

ice…

…and the most
beautiful ice 
crystals we 

had ever seen!



We spotted some drops of water that had 
frozen on the branches of the trees.  
But on some of the branches it had 

turned back to drops of water!  Payton 
said it was because the sun had melted 
it!  Harrison said the ice was ‘solid’!



We found frozen leaves, yet more ice 
and even a piece of frozen chalk.  When 
everybody’s hands were just too cold we 
decided to go back inside to warm up.  
What a great investigation though, we 

learned so much about Winter.




